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Key Benefits

in the industry.

Standard Merlin Safety Features
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Transmitters communicate on multiple frequencies with encrypted rolling

code. This ensures the strongest frequency is selected every time, virtually

eliminating interference while providing the highest level of security.
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Advanced technology uses less than 1 watt of power whilst in standby

mode, meeting the world's toughest energy standards.
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The powerful and fast DC motor is quiet and built to last wlth the

strength to open any branded domestic door.
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Tested against other products, these transmitters have up to 1 870 better

range which means you can start opening your garage door sooner.
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Designed to ensure smooth and quiet door operation.
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Backed by a 5 year / 10,000 cycle warranty"" we stand behind our

products with an after sales support team that we believe are the best

Kit Contents

1 x Powerhead

2 xThree channel key ring
mini-transmitters E945M

Wireless wall button E128M

Weight bar
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SPECIFICATIONS

, 12V DC motor with thermal overload
protection

, lnput voltage: 240V AC

. Rated door area up to 16.5m2

" Drum rotations: 4.5

" Max door weight: up to B0kg

. Max peak pulling force: 500 N

" Minimum side room 45mm

" 433.30, 434.54,433.92 MHz AM radio
with Security+2.O encrypted rolling code
technology.

. Up to 64 memory registers

.Garage illumination: 6 standard
ultrabright LEDs

" Noise rating 1M : 59DB
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With its automatic safety function your garage door will stop and

reverse automatically if obstructed going down or stop going up.
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Equipped with automatic force sensing, with each operation the

garage door opener monitors and adjusts the force needed to open

your garage door.
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& ' ffi ln case of power failure you can simply activate the manual release to

open your garage door.

"when compared to other available products +" conditions apply


